Print off the cards, cut them up and sort them out so that the processes, explanations and examples match up.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>An AS mini-investigation which explored whether there was a relationship between idiom use and age, adding to ideas about youth sociolect</th>
<th>An A2 mini-investigation which clarified the impact of Old English lexis on contemporary everyday language use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>An A2 project which disputed Lakoff’s finding that men use more taboo language than women</td>
<td>An AS mini-investigation which looked at parental arguments to find out if the patterns of interruption identified by Zimmerman and West held good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An A2 project which improved a major company’s simple online survey of male-female confidence with computer jargon, to test whether their findings had any validity</td>
<td>An A2 project which took A Level textbook ideas about gendered language, and used corpus linguistics to examine what objective validity these largely anecdotal ideas had</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Addition**

**Clarification**

**Disputation**

**Exemplification**
Improving methodological design

Offering fresh perspective on existing data or ideas

Adding a new facet or dimension to an existing body of research

Shedding light on ideas where the evidence seems unclear or unfocused

Disputing or challenging the findings of another language investigation

Generating additional examples of a particular kind of language use to test whether the ideas hold in another context

Addressing the same question with a better research method to see if clearer or more sophisticated ideas can be produced

Re-examining ideas or data with the benefit of new critical or methodological tools
Print off the cards, cut them up and sort them out so that the processes, explanations and examples match up.

**M**
An AS mini-investigation which explored whether there was a relationship between idiom use and age, adding to ideas about youth sociolect

**N**
An A2 mini-investigation which clarified the impact of Old English lexis on contemporary everyday language use

**O**
An A2 project which disputed Lakoff’s finding that men use more taboo language than women

**P**
An AS mini-investigation which looked at parental arguments to find out if the patterns of interruption identified by Zimmerman and West held good

**Q**
An A2 project which improved a major company’s simple online survey of male-female confidence with computer jargon, to test whether their findings had any validity

**R**
An A2 project which took A Level textbook ideas about gendered language, and used corpus linguistics to examine what objective validity these largely anecdotal ideas had

---

**A**
Addition

**B**
Clarification

**C**
Disputation

**D**
Exemplification
Hot on the trail knowledge about language card sort
Colour version

E
Improving methodological design

F
Offering fresh perspective on existing data or ideas

G
Adding a new facet or dimension to an existing body of research

H
Shedding light on ideas where the evidence seems unclear or unfocused

I
Disputing or challenging the findings of another language investigation

J
Generating additional examples of a particular kind of language use to test whether the ideas hold in another context

K
Addressing the same question with a better research method to see if clearer or more sophisticated ideas can be produced

L
Re-examining ideas or data with the benefit of new critical or methodological tools